
Ariette from Romeo and Juliet – "Je veux
vivre": A Comprehensive Analysis for
Saxophone Quartet
In the realm of classical music, few melodies evoke as much emotion and
recognition as the enchanting Ariette from Charles Gounod's opera Roméo
et Juliette. Originally composed for mezzo-soprano and orchestra, this
captivating aria has been transcribed and arranged for various
instrumentations, including a mesmerizing version for saxophone quartet.
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In this comprehensive analysis, we will delve into the profound depths of
Ariette from Romeo and Juliet – "Je veux vivre" for saxophone quartet. We
will explore its historical context, musical structure, technical demands, and
expressive potential, providing insights for performers and listeners alike.

Historical Context

Ariette was composed by Charles Gounod in 1867 as part of his grand
opera Roméo et Juliette, which premiered at the Théâtre Lyrique in Paris.
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The opera is based on the eponymous play by William Shakespeare and
tells the tragic love story of Romeo Montague and Juliet Capulet.

Within the opera's narrative, Ariette is sung by Juliet in Act IV, Scene 3, as
she awakens from a potion-induced sleep and discovers Romeo's
seemingly lifeless body. Her heart-wrenching plea, "Je veux vivre" ("I want
to live"),expresses her desperate desire to escape her tragic fate and live a
life with her beloved Romeo.

Musical Structure

The saxophone quartet arrangement of Ariette from Romeo and Juliet – "Je
veux vivre" adheres closely to the original vocal version. The piece is
written in ternary form (ABA),with a contrasting middle section (B).

1. A Section (Theme): The A section presents the main melody of the
piece, characterized by its soaring lyrical lines and expressive
harmonies. The melody is initially introduced by the soprano
saxophone and then passed between all four voices.

2. B Section (Contrasting): The B section provides a contrasting
interlude to the main theme. It features a more agitated and
syncopated rhythm, with the melody primarily carried by the alto and
tenor saxophones.

3. A Section (Reprise): The A section returns in a modified form, with the
melody embellished with additional ornamentation and variations. This
section gradually builds to a passionate climax before concluding with
a poignant fading away.

Technical Demands



The saxophone quartet arrangement of Ariette from Romeo and Juliet – "Je
veux vivre" presents several technical challenges for performers.

Range: The piece covers a wide range, from the low Bb of the
baritone saxophone to the high F# of the soprano saxophone.
Saxophonists must possess excellent intonation and control
throughout this extended range.

Agility: The melodic lines in Ariette are often characterized by intricate
runs and rapid passages. Performers must demonstrate their agility
and dexterity in executing these passages with precision and clarity.

Expressive Playing: Above all, Ariette requires expressive playing to
convey the emotional depth of the music. Saxophonists must be able
to capture the longing, desperation, and ultimately the heart-wrenching
sorrow that permeates Juliet's aria.

Expressive Potential

The saxophone quartet arrangement of Ariette from Romeo and Juliet – "Je
veux vivre" offers a unique opportunity to explore the expressive potential
of the saxophone. The instrument's rich, vocal-like qualities lend
themselves perfectly to the lyrical and emotional nature of the music.

Performers can utilize a wide range of techniques to convey the subtle
nuances of the piece, including:

Dynamics: The piece features a dynamic range from delicate
pianissimos to soaring crescendos. Saxophonists should carefully
control their dynamics to create a sense of contrast and build
emotional tension.



Articulation: The use of different articulations can greatly enhance the
expressive potential of Ariette. Saxophonists can employ legato,
staccato, and marcato articulations to shape the phrasing and convey
the emotional journey of Juliet's character.

Vibrato: Vibrato can add depth and warmth to the sound of the
saxophone. Performers should use vibrato judiciously to create a
sense of intimacy and emotional connection with the audience.

Ariette from Romeo and Juliet – "Je veux vivre" for saxophone quartet is a
timeless masterpiece that showcases the lyrical beauty and expressive
capabilities of the instrument. Through its historical context, musical
structure, technical demands, and expressive potential, this piece offers a
profound musical experience for performers and listeners alike.

By understanding the intricacies of Ariette, saxophonists can unlock its
emotional depth and deliver performances that resonate with audiences on
a visceral level. Whether performed in a concert hall or a more intimate
setting, this captivating arrangement pays homage to the enduring power of
love, longing, and the human spirit.
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